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How to get the key out of BMW Series 1?

Objectified

- A documentary by Gary Hustwit
- Our complex relationship with manufactured objects and designers
- Broader context of design focused on industrial design
- Why
  - Because you may have to work with people from these disciplines
  - Trace another root of HCI
  - Different points of view of design
“…looking at people and go through steps that people are going through as a source of inspiration.”

Jan Fulton Suri (IDEO) from Objectified

Drawing the pressure points on the glove
From Objectified

Discarded prototypes of a peeler
From Objectified
Brainstorming & voting
From Objectified

“...I’m looking for excuse to use these materials”
Mark Newson (Marc Newson Ltd.) from Objectified

“...without thought”
Naoto Fukasawa (MUJI) from Objectified

Objectified: Food for Thought
“A calm and considerate solution that speaks of how you are gonna use it, not the terrible struggle that we designers and engineers had”
Jonathan Ive from Objectified

Increasingly immaterial culture ⇒ enormous conflict within design
Alice Rawsthorn (International Herald Tribune) from Objectified

“…[a product] should reflect what it is…”
Chris Bangle (BMW) from Objectified

“…why do we keep visiting archetypes again and again?”
Karim Rashid (New York) from Objectified
“...wearing in instead of wearing out”
Bill Moggridge (IDEO) from Objectified

“...[companies] want more stuff and want more people to buy it”
Rob Walker (The New York Times Magazine) from Objectified

Designers, for most of the time, design products for 10% of the population who already earn too much.”
Alice Rawsthorn (International Herald Tribune) from Objectified

Good design should be innovative.
Good design should make a product useful.
Good design is aesthetic design.
Good design will make a product understandable.
Good design is honest.
Good design is unobtrusive.
Good design is long-lived.
Good design is consistent in every detail.
Good design is environmentally friendly.
Last but not least, good design is as little design as possible

Dieter Rams